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About This Game

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia™ is a challenging watercraft racing game which combines extreme speed, stunts and state-of-the
art water simulation into a modern action filled gaming experience.

Featuring an extensive career mode with three single player Championship campaigns, 4 player split screen racing and also an 8
player Online racing mode, Aqua Moto Racing Utopia will bring you hours upon hours of action filled fun. Add to that 4

creative party modes for that perfect gaming party.

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia lets you create your your own unique avatar to show off online with its powerful creation tool. The
tool also lets you design your own vehicle to stand out from the pack when you push past that last competitor to claim first place

in a tight race.

Sharpen your riding skills to perfection in 10 different beautiful environments with different weather and lighting conditions.
Learn when to, and not to, push that boost button to pass your competitors through calm water or through huge North Sea waves.

When it all blows over you ride your watercraft towards the setting sun in a perfect gaming Utopia!

Single Player Campaigns_____ __ Game Modes___________
Runabout Division Custom Race
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Ski Division Freestyle
Freestyle Division Party Modes

Local Multiplay
Online Multiplay
Free Exploration

Leisure Modes____________ __ key Features______________
Duckling Mama 10 Different Environments

Aqua Moto Hockey 50 Challenging Racing Tracks
King Of the Hill 44 Watercraft
Keep the Flag Interactive water

Customizable avatar rider
Vehicle color settings

Kontroller and/or keyboard
Big Picture ready
Roaring engines
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Title: Aqua Moto Racing Utopia
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Zordix AB
Publisher:
Zordix AB
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: AMD Dual-Core 2GHz or Intel Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Atleast 1GB vram, Shader Model 5

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,French,German,Portuguese,Italian,Polish,Russian
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I feel bad cause this game is a half step away from being pretty entertaining. Your experience is highly dependent on the RNG
and it ultimately drags out gameplay so much that the boosts of excitement you get from new content are too far away from
each other. Could be fixed with an alternate play mode or difficulty setting.. Worst game ever.

The game doesn't explain anything to you, and it's settings are minimal at best, you can't change resolution without restarting the
game, and for some reason you need an activation code even after buying the game..

I sold 2 of my 'towers' in this case they are soliders, on accident because the game doesn't tell you what the buttons do, I had it
paused at the time so they didn't disappear until after I started it up again.

Don't buy this game, even if it's less than a dollar, it's not worth it... Just absolutly awful, dont waste the 4 bucks on this garbage.
First off developers your band sucks. The music doesnt fit the game and is dreadful. Second why would you use such a
crappy♥♥♥♥♥font in the game. Not fun to play, Clunky controls.....blah blah blah, this game blows.. PUBLIC SERVICE
ANNOUNCMENT for LINUX OS:

Works fine on a 970m (at the time of writting\/testing); with Proton 4.2-5, Vulkan 1.06, and Nvidia vulkan drivers 430.14.
quot;full release" still buggy as hell the cutscenes are horrendous looking, characters still glitch through objects from time to
time mostly amelia, it had a ton of great potenial, the gameplay is still top notch everything else is just sub par, amelia's
campaign is basically a reskin of asura's campaign, dont understand what went wrong exactly everything was looking good, the
gameplay was the reason i bought this and gave everything bad about it the excuse of "it's early access" now i cant.. Overpriced
but GG. ayy, thats pretty gud...
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i have'nt finished the story mode yet but it runs smoothly and is everything you would expect from a LEGO game. The graphics
have also been imroved noticeably since LEGO MARVEL superheroes, it's a bit of shame the game could not include character
MARVEL has sold (eg; FF, X-men, spiderman,) but i think it is a step up from the last games none the less. Not a good DLC.
The fuel gauge doesn't work and most of the switches are a one way thing (I.e. if you switch the air speed indicator from tru to
calculated, you can't switch back). You are paying for only the look and flight characterisctics, of the various loadouts, without
much of the functionality. I have not flown it, until it should run out of fuel, so I do not know if it has unlimited. For the cost, it
should work so much better.. What could have been a really engaging story, with decent puzzles to keep the player engaged and
provide a sense of participation\/accomplishment, is unfortunately let down rather badly by poor game mechanics and puzzle
choices. It is generally not possible to progress from an area until you have discovered every single clue there is, which is fair,
but in that case those clues should be easier to find (with the difficulty resting on the subsequent puzzles and deductions). What
this game does is leave the player furiously scrabbling for walkthroughs, or in my case, several walkthroughs, to find the
answers to puzzles that are not just hard, but outright nonsensical. In one case, every walkthrough I have found simply gave up
and brute-forced the answer through repeat tries.

Unfortunately this all culminated in a stealth scene that, if failed, fails the entire game (which is a bit steep for a game without
autosaves, didn't I mention? SAVE OFTEN!). Maybe it was the conversion to newer systems with expanded graphics, but
character movements glitch through, over and behind objects, and this seems to have disrupted the mechanics of that scene,
making it impossible to succeed, even when following walkthroughs to the letter. As such, the game was unplayable beyond that
point, which I am told is about halfway through.

So unless you see indications that these problems have been fixed, save yourself the expense... and the pain of an endlessly
looping soundtrack as Holmes combs every square inch of every level with his magnifying glass, seeking THAT one final clue.

Elementary, my dear Watson. Don't buy it!. Seeing the promotional video made me shocked. Can vr make such an effect? I
doubt it. After a long wait
Finally experienced the game. As far as the game is concerned, it feels less content. But, oh, this is vr.
Can you understand the feeling of vr? When you feed the dragon, even if you know it is a model, but when it comes to you
When interacting, that sense of experience is no other game can do.
. Stat system was odd, full playthrough was 43 minutes. There are better things for this price.. From a (super newbie) bass
player's prespective.

Are you a newbie?
Slides got you down?
Tired of songs requiring you use too many strings? Too many flourishes?
Not quite used to moving all over the fretboard?
Are you looking for a song that will boost your confidence?
Look no further!

This DLC is perfect for the player who is a little down that they're having issues learning some of the more 'advanced'
techniques. In this track requires you to use 2 strings and move about 5 spaces on the fret board. At its most intense, you'll need
to strum twice a second (if that). It's rather tame. Additionaly you'll get some practice muting the strings.

That's it, that's all there is for this track. It's rather simple, but your part in the song is very pronouced compared to some other
tracks. This makes is much easier to hear how you're doing once you start to memorize the track.

All in all it's a simple track that can provide you a little mastery in a song. A top pick for bass newbies getting into the game for
sure.. Insincere is a game that I can't recommend because:
- it's not worth the money
- it has lots of bugs
- the controls are really bad
- there are misleading sound rendering
- it has no auto-save
- you can't edit the resolution or keyboard buttons
- the graphics aren't that good
- the soundtrack is annoying
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- the concept is pretty bad
- the only good reason to install this game is for the trading cards. The very best arkanoid "reboot" known to me. There are so
many very fun and new mechanics added to the game. You can manipulate your ball with sucking and blowing air (finally
cutting those hours of trying to hit the last block to a very minimum). You can release more balls to clear the level faster and
gather more points but it will be much harder to keep them up. The music in this game is just awesome. Graphics are fantastic,
extreme crisp borders, perfect control over the pad. If you like arkanoid you HAVE TO BUY THIS!!. This game is just a great
exercise in running around in circles and accomplishing nothing.
Boring or tedious with very little in the way of excitement.. Mission item (key) clipped out of game.

Cheap jumpscares.

1/10 BAN

Back to back winner of the weekly challenges - NeacsuDanielPetrisor:
A big congratulations to NeacsuDanielPetrisor for achieving the first Weekly Challenge back to back win. Well done!

Rank 1: NeacsuDanielPetrisor 2:19:29
Rank 2: anis360 2:34:92
Rank 3: Josse 2:37:41

/Team Zordix. Patch 5, X-mas Special:
Its just before Xmas and Santa showed up in the night and silently programmed some changes into our game. We have
surveillance footage!
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Changes:. 10% Pre price hike sale!:
This week we have a 10% sale on Aqua Moto Racing Utopia. This is the last chance to get it at this price before the price
change to 29.99$. Get it while its hot!

A thanks to the community!
With the help of our active and wonderful community we have been able to change the game and tweak it into the shape it is
now. With the new championships, new tracks and better net code we feel that we are at the point where we can proudly stand
beside our game and present it to the world.. New release dates for Aqua Moto Racing Utopia:
Because of, well, mostly clerical/marketing reasons, we will have to push our release of Aqua Moto Racing Utopia from the 22
to the 29-30.

In Europe the PS4 version will be released on the 30th.

In America the PS4 version will be released on the 29th.

Our Steam version will go from Early Access to Full release on the 30th.

We apologize and hope all our fans can stand another week in waiting.. A top 10 Game of the year listing for us!:
SuperPhillip Central[www.superphillipcentral.com] Placed us as the No 9th best game of 2016! Thank you!. Aqua Moto
Racing Holiday Patch!:
We're celebrating the holidays with a brand new patch. Expect smoother frame rates and an overall improved experience as we
have put much effort on optimizations. Among the new features you'll find that we have added AI extras to fill up empty slots
when racing online, so now you can start racing immediately while waiting for others to join.

Changelog:

- Smoother frame rate!
- Optimizations
- Simplified online matchmaking
- Nicer collisions in Online mode
- Fill-up AI opponents in online mode
- Bugfixes

Please enjoy, happy holidays from the Zordix Team!. New Patch (Patch 3):
Another day, another update. In our dark basement in northern Sweden where now are met by ice and frost in the mornings,
we keep working on our game. This time we have changed lighting levels on most of our environments and improved steering
and stunts.

We have worked on the lighting settings on all environments.

We have changed wave settings and behavior on some courses.

We have change water looks on some levels, more will be changed later.

We have stabilized the riders when riding in interactive waves, less wibbly-wobbly.

We have gotten rid of most of the cameras that clip through water.

installer installs Microsoft Visual C++ redistributables if needed.
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Fast turn button is no longer needed for doing areal rotations, though rotation is faster if you use it.

Bugs, bugs bugs everywhere. They keep hiding, wee keep finding them.

More and more polish is added to the game every day as we keep getting closer and closer to release. Please give us your
opinions!

. The results are in for week 6!:
We congratulate the winners of week 6:

First Place: WaterLemon 1:55:36
Second Place: fredso 2:00:92
Third Place:  Uhru 2:01:05

Well fought everyone! See you all next week!

/The Zordix Team. Aqua Moto Racing Utopia World Champion expansion release date and trailer revealed!:

Zordix has teamed up with world champion Emma-Nellie Örtendahl to expand the Aqua Moto Racing Utopia world. In the
expansion you get to test your driving skills against Emma-Nellie in her own championship. The expansion will be free for
everyone to download and features several new tracks and the champion Emma-Nellie Örtendahl.

Check out the official trailer to see Emma-Nellie in action, both in real life and in-game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtuB2CxIM_E

Emma-Nellie Örtendahl
“This is so cool and I am proud to be part of this project, both to highlight the sport and to give players a fun and intense
experience! It's awesome that Zordix reached out to me and arranged this, it proves that they are a driven developer that highlights
the people in the sport.” 

Check out Emma-Nellies Instagram here:
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https://www.instagram.com/emmannellie/

The expansion will be released on November the 26th 2018.

Ride the waves!
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